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The Critical Path
“A project without a critical path is like a ship without a rudder.”
(D. Meyer, Illinois Construction Law)
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pilot (where apparently women’s anatomical parts are too delicate for the experiClare Burden, a stalwart of the male domi- ence) through to working in a cement plant
nated IT industry, presented her personal in mainland China and then to IT – she has
experiences and lessons learned in her
experienced it all. She has worked on
day to day life as a successful career wom- projects; in sales and in operations as well
an at the ‘Challenges of Success’ event
as studying Marketing to round out her skill
held by the Women in Project Manageset. Her determination to succeed is eviment (WiPM) group on February 27. The dent by the challenges she has chosen to
event, sponsored by Cliftons, was attended undertake and the success she has had
by 70 people who were presented with
with her career.
funny anecdotes as well as practical tips
Some of her practical tips included how to
about dealing with credibility, conflict and
deal with dismissive superiors (don’t take it
discrimination in the work place making
personally), how to handle difficult perforthis an informative as well as a highly enmance appraisals (empathy and honesty)
tertaining event.
and even how to establish credibility while
Clare’s deeply honest account of her pro- managing a group of engineers (ask quesfessional life mixed in with her personal life tions and remember the answers!)
was all about overcoming challenges and
knowing when to move on while somehow The next WiPM event is scheduled to take
place mid this year. Stay tuned to the PMI
maintaining self-confidence throughout it
Sydney Chapter calendar for more details.
all. From her ambitions of being a fighter
By Nina Genikis

18

THANK YOU TO

GPO Box 241, Sydney,
NSW, 2001, Australia
www.pmisydney.org

Become a Sponsor today.
Contact marketing@pmisydney.org.
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From the President’s Desk...
“Action and reaction, ebb and flow, trial and
error, change - this is the rhythm of living.
Out of our over-confidence, fear; out of our
fear, clearer vision, fresh hope. And out of
hope, progress!” Bruce Barton.
Three months into 2012! It seems that the
year is flying by, there have been a lot of
changes so far: new board, new venues for
events, fee-charging events, new presenters, new strategy, and new objectives. This
year is all about CHANGES, so please bear
with us while we undertake some very new
initiatives. We are very hopeful that they are
for a better future, for better services and for
a more vibrant and well governed Chapter
for the benefit of our Members, Community
and the Profession in order to advance excellence in Project Management.

10 Saturday workshops
10 certification preparation courses, additional courses at organisations whenever
possible
1 event outside
of metro area
Lead/ support
2013 PMI National Conference and document the journey
4 mentoring
programs – one of which we started on
Mar 15th-16th
6 volunteer events (funded and not funded
events)

The PMI Sydney Chapter board have just
attended the Region 10 (Australia and New
Zealand) Project Management Institute
Meeting where the PMI Sydney Chapter
and all of the other PMI Australia and New
Zealand Chapters met to discuss respective
plans for 2012 and ways to increase collaboration and inconsistencies of the way we
deliver services to respective membership
base, corporate and communities.
Julia Checchia, PMP
President: PMI
Sydney Chapter

Change is good!
Change is bad!
Change is
change!

During the R10 meeting, the PMI Sydney
Chapter presented the main objectives for
2012, which are:
At least 13 sponsors for the 2013 PMI
National Conference due to happen in
May 1-3, 2013 at the Sydney Convention
Centre
2012 members in 2012
To be selected as the PMI Chapter of
the year for the services we provided to
our members and the work we did with
schools and the community in 2011
To have sustainable programs as we
understand that we can not fully rely on
volunteers to deliver the schools programs if we want to broaden the spectrum of the program to several schools in
Sydney, the state and possibly to Australia
For that, this board is committed to operate
a chapter which delivers the 5 key strategic
goals and respective objectives:

Value for Money
14 events with 75% with 3 out of 5 point
rating

2.

Growth

2012 Members
5% increase in number of PMP, CAPM,
PgMP, RMP and SP
and introduce Agile
Project Management
certification discussions
13 sponsors for 2013 - New and innovative
Sponsorship agreements
Increase active volunteering base to 50
Increased usage of social media (linked in,
facebook and twitter)

3. Partnering
Increased PMI Australian Chapter collaboration
Special events –
REP, Job Hunting,
CMI-IIBA Speed
learning, ACS
Partnership with at least 1 educational organisation, ie. Charles Stuart University,
TAFE and UTS
Support to PMOz, especially leading the
EVM stream
Mentoring program – providing structure to
UK and Singapore chapters
Participation in Standardisation in IT Governance and Management
Support to ISO, TC258 Project, Programme, and Portfolio Management
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From the President’s Desk… (contd)
Information Day together with the Canberra Chapter

4. Image and Brand Outreach
4 Presentations to Corporations
National Awards – participation , local
awards – leading
Technology improvement and keep website up to date (registration, calendar,
board documentation, etc…)
6 Good quality newsletters and 17 eblasts
Continue to use and
improve standardised
marketing material
Building Better Futures
1 Annual Student related activity/
program
WiPM (3 events)
CCP (NFPO) – at least 2

5. Governance
Harmonious environment
Julia Checchia, PMP
President: PMI
Sydney Chapter

Excellence in financial management
(collaboration with other chapters)
Efficiency and total transparency
Effective / integrated communication

Change is good!
Change is bad!
Change is
change!

Updates to handbook, bylaws and constitution with alignment to Global templates
and direction .
During the R10 meeting, I realised that, all
chapters board members are determined to
make a difference in their own regions, all
chapters face similar
challenges regarding
sustainability
and
one of the challenges
we all face is whether to charge or not
for events as means of continue to be viable organisations and manage event noshow rate.
Fee-charging events have been a point of
contention amongst the PMI Sydney Chapter membership base. I would like to reenforce that last year we delivered 16 successful free events, however, this year we
had to try a change.
As a board, this decision was a painful decision for us to make. However, our main

concern is the financial viability of the PMI
Sydney Chapter. Events are the single most
funds eroding service we provide to our
membership base. We had the luxury in
previous years of being fully sponsored by
Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC), which
built our funds and ensured that we could
provide our members with free events. Following the GFC, the financial environment
changed. As we look for new sponsors, we
still need to ensure that we remain a viable
chapter, which can provide our members
with sustainable services. We have stayed
committed to our members, as we provided
them with a 50% discount, hence charging
nominal fee for each event. The revenue we
now receive from the events, do not cover
the costs, it basically allows us to have a
more predictable expense stream. Furthermore, this charging has provided us with a
better way of reducing the no-show rate.
We will assess the success of this initiative
in June and we welcome your ideas and
feedback on ways to manage the events noshow rate and continue to be a viable organization.
“Any change, even a change for the better,
is always accompanied by drawbacks and
discomforts.” Arnold Bennett.
There are plenty of opportunities for your
collaboration, volunteering and support to
the PMI Sydney Chapter. We want to grow
our membership especially attracting young
PMs and offering them the opportunity to
exchange experience and support our initiatives. We believe, there are opportunities for
young PMs to become mentors for even
younger potential PMs, ie. High School students and University graduates.
There are also great opportunities for organisations to join the PMI Sydney Chapter
as sponsors to support the introduction of
the first PMI National Conference in Sydney
in 2013.
At PMI Sydney Chapter we believe that
“cooperation is the thorough conviction that
nobody can get there unless everybody gets
there”, Virginia Burden, therefore, 2012 is a
year of change, a year of challenge, a year
of achievement, a year for you to join us,
attending one of our events, one of our
workshops, mentoring a PM, volunteering
for an offered service, becoming a sponsor,
writing an article… a year for you to participate, learn and grow and continue to
demonstrate how committed you are to your
professional growth and to make project
management indispensable for business
results.®
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Board Contact Details
Julia Checchia, PMP, MsC, MBA

President

president@pmisydney.org

0412 268 657

Peter O’ Driscoll, PMP

Vice President

vicepresident@pmisydney.org

0439 642 098

Chris White

Treasurer

treasurer@pmisydney.org

0437 698 811

Angela Chellas, PMP

Secretary

secretary@pmisydney.org

0404 800 929

Kate Morris

Events

events@pmisydney.org

0409 577 754

Ha Nguyen

Education / Certification

development@pmisydney.org

0401 142 513

Maja Kowalski PMP

Communications

communications@pmisydney.org

0401 632 968

Vanesa Lalic

Membership

membership@pmisydney.org

0414 787 172

Gus Sabatino

Marketing

marketing@pmisydney.org

0410 699 371

Vikas Patole

Volunteers / Mentoring

volunteers@pmisydney.org

0418 864 854

Vacant: Enquire Julia Checchia.

Building Better Futures

president@pmisydney.org

Kym Henderson

Special Projects

specialprojects@pmisydney.org

0414 428 537

Amany Nuseibeh, PMP

Director at Large

directoratlarge@pmisydney.org

0415 919 210

This Newsletter is published by the Editorial Team of the
Communications Portfolio on behalf of the
Project Management Institute Sydney Australia Chapter.
We welcome articles, interviews excerpts, general information and other
contributions to enhance project management knowledge and
understanding of our chapter members—
please send these to the Communications Director.
Disclaimer: The views expressed in the articles are those of the respective authors and do not represent PMI or the Chapter.
PMI Sydney Chapter does not endorse any products or services advertised in this newsletter.

Editorial Team
Communications Director:
Maja Kowalski PMP
Editor:
Saradhi Motamarri PMP
Assistant Editor:
Melanie Kassar PMP

Welcome to Gus Sabatino: 2012 PMI Sydney Marketing Director
We are pleased to announce that Gus
Sabatino has joined the 2012 PMI Sydney Board as Marketing Director. Gus is
no stranger to PMI Sydney, having held
the Events, Communications and Secretary position in between 2005 to 2010 and also contributing
to the PMI Brisbane Chapter in the role of Secretary in
2011.
Gus Sabatino is responsible for all aspects of Account Delivery for the APJ based Mining Sector of a Global Client at
HP. He’s held several other executive level appointments
at HP and EDS. Before joining HP, Gus worked for companies such as the American Embassy in Uruguay, United
Parcel Service, DHL and International Delivery Service,
where he held roles locally and internationally.
He is a member of PMI’s Global Technology Member Advisory Group, the American Management Association, IT

Service Management Forum (ITSMF), The Association of
Professional Business Managers, Latin American Institute
of Logistics, Internet Digital Society and the British Computer Society.
Gus completed his formal school education in 1982 with
studies in IT, Architectural Drafting, Accounting and Business Administration. Gus has his ITIL Masters Degree and
certified ICT Infrastructure Management (distinction); he is
a certified Kepner-Tregoe (KT) Program Leader, a registered Certified Associate Business Manager (CABM), COBIT certified and an HP instructor for KT-PSDM (Problem
Solving and Decision Making) and ITIL Foundations.
Gus is looking forward to driving the marketing strategy for
the Sydney Chapter and he’s keen to hear from organisations who are interested in sponsoring the Chapters’ activities this year.

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney
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News from the Events Director
Registration & cancellation
We aim to present informative and relevant speakers at our Chapter events, so it’s no surprise to
know our events usually reach capacity very quickly. Members are encouraged to register for
events early to avoid disappointment. At the same time, we highly appreciate a courtesy email
notifying us of cancellations well ahead of the event date. The requirements we receive from our
venue organizers include firming the numbers a few days before the event. This will give those
on the waiting list an opportunity to attend and ensure every seat is filled, maximising members’
exposure and minimizing waste. If in doubt regarding availability at and event please email me
at events@pmisydney.org and I will do my best to accommodate your request.
New Opportunities to Connect with Other Members
The Chapter is always looking for ways to provide more benefits to our members and look for
innovative ways to connect. We are looking into leveraging the Meetup concept– this will allow
for discussions on specific topics in a smaller and less formal setting than our standard breakfast
and chapter events. Members interested in assisting this initiative or have an idea for meetup
theme or location are encouraged to send an email to events@pmisydney.org .
PDUs
Remember, you are entitled to claim 1 PDU for every PMI event you attend.

February Chapter Event –
Global Earned Value Management Practice Standard 2 nd Edition
Over 80 members and guests kicked off the year with our first Breakfast event for 2012. The
Sydney Chapter is very lucky to have a Board member like Kym Henderson that can share his
passion regarding Earned Value Management (EVM) with us all. The journey to create the 2nd
edition of the EVM Standard was a global affair, spanning 2 years. Quite remarkably it was a
project that completed on time – not an easy feat when you think of the number of people involved to bring it all together. The 2 nd edition of the Standard can be purchased from the PMI
marketplace or alternatively downloaded in electronic format for free as part of your PMI Membership. Members are encouraged to contact Kym directly specialprojects@pmisydney.org if
they have any questions regarding the update to the standard.

March Chapter Event – Embracing Change: The Reality of Project Management Practice
Lynn Crawford led an exciting and thought provoking discussion based on her research into
change management practices and its use in project and portfolio management. Over 70 members and guests enjoyed attending another successful Sydney event. We learnt from Lynn’s
research that the drivers of project success hinges on leveraging change process by project
practitioners. Lynn’s next big research project will be on project management when used in disaster situations – an interesting topic in light of all the recent disasters that has plagued our region.
We honoured International Women’s day on this event by having a lucky door prize of French
champagne and chocolates. Congratulations to Denise Grace who won the yummy prize.

March Chapter Event – Re-dimensioning the Project Management Space
Michel Thiry led a thought provoking session at Curtin University Sydney for over 50 members
and guests 21st Match 2012. Michel challenged our opinion on operations and projects being
one in the same, conveying the need for current business to look for ways to sustain their competitive advantage whilst maintaining our competitive edge. Using examples such as the dominance of Apple and eBay, they are continually finding ways to reinvent themselves and stay
relevant. Thus proving businesses need to be adaptive and responsive to change to stay relevant in the marketplace.
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Meet the 2012 Communications Team
By Maja Kowalski, Communications Director

Maja Kowalski

Abhishek Chopra

I have such a great pleasure to work with
some fantastic people this year. The Communications team is pivotal to ensuring that our
members are well informed about what’s
happening at PMI Sydney, and know about
opportunities to connect and/or develop
through other associated organisations.
To see the fruit of the comms team’s hard

work, visit the PMI Sydney Chapter website
http://www.pmisydney.org/ and look out for
our regular e-blasts and enjoy the Critical
Path Newsletter!

The Amazing Abhishek Chopra, Webmaster

Abhishek on volunteering:

Abhishek is a certified PMP with over 6
years of experience in Project and Program
Managment, Strategy & Business Planning
and Change Management across Consulting, ITES, (Banking and Financial Services)
BPO and Real Estate & Property Management industries.
On the personal front, he loves to enjoy life,
spend time with his family and come across
as an outdoor enthusiast who is always
keen on exploring new places.

I have the great pleasure in introducing the
Volunteers of the Communications Team for
this year:

I volunteer because I want to 'not just see'
our growing community from outside, but
'make' a positive difference in its continued
success by being a part of it. Volunteering provides me with an opportunity to give
back to our community - the community that
has given me a career and helped me on
the road to success - and, it gives me a
platform to continually enhance my skills
and get associated with people across industries and cultures - a classic case of
symbiosis where everyone wins!

The Marvellous Melanie Kassar

Fiona Tyler

The Fabulous Fiona Tyler, our Social
Media Chief
Fiona has recently joined PMI Sydney and
is quickly taking control of the social
networking scene. Being a Gen Y she has
very strong skills on Facebook and Twitter! Also a very keen sportswoman, Fiona
cycles and races weekly, getting out of
bed at 5am most mornings.

Melanie became a certified PMP in 2008,
and since April 2009, has been committed
to dedicating her time to her vocation by
volunteering with the PMI Sydney Chapter.
She first began working as an Assistant
Editor on the Critical Path with Saradhi, and
later took the lead role of the Community
Coaching Program which she led for three
years before passing the baton on to Suzy
Turner at the start of 2012.

Saradhi Motamarri

The Superb Saradhi Motamarri

Melanie Kassar

Saradhi has been Editor of The Critical Path ever since it was conceived in 2009. He obtained his PMP in 2003, and served for one year on the Singapore Chapter Board. He has
been an active volunteer contributor to all PMI Standards. He has over 25 years of experience in Program/ Project Management in Health Care, ICT, Transformation, Transportation, Research, Data Centres, Operations and Energy Efficiency. He writes lyrics in his
mother tongue, Telugu, and occasionally in English. On personal front, he enjoys community work, networking, and promoting the project management principles for the benefit of all.
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Exciting New Short Courses Presented by the PMI Sydney Chapter
We have released new exciting short courses and registrations are open now. Sydney Chapter Members receive a 50% discount – please ensure you log into the website before registering.
You can earn 7 PDU’s by attending our short courses. All classes are run on a Saturday, at UTS Building 5 - Room 5D.1.28, 1 Quay Street, Haymarket. Please always check the Events Register on our website for any changes to course location, date or time.

17 & 23 CAPM/PMP Prep Class
Apr
2012

This is a "do not miss" course for those studying
for the CAPM/PMP exam.

21 Apr
2012

Enhancing your Project Management
Leadership through
Emotional Intelligence

Join Silvia de Ridder – Executive Coach, Facilitator and Project Management Consultant – Unconscious Potential - as she takes you on journey towards raising your awareness of why
emotional intelligence in project management
matters.

26 May
2012

Business Benefits
Realisation

Craig Wilkins - Director of Workgroup Management - presents a workshop that covers the total
benefits life cycle and the essential processes
required to successfully manage the benefits
from inception to harvesting.

09 Jun
2012

Applying Integrated
Risk Management
Concepts to Commercial Projects: A
Practical Approach

This short course presented by Roy Hilson Founder of Prudentia - can help you proactively
address important project related issues such
as potential budget and time overruns, not
meeting customer expectations in terms of delivery and project performance issues before
such problems occur.

21 Jul
2012

Agile Principles for
Project Managers

The course is presented by James King, an experienced agile coach and trainer, and aims to
provide project managers with the confidence to
discuss the benefits and limitations of agile approaches to projects and to understand the
thinking behind many of the techniques that are
seen as “agile” in modern projects.

15 Sep
2012

Program Management Craig Wilkins presents and interactive workshop
that provides the basic “how to” of program set
up and governance, the key roles and responsibilities within a program, the leadership capacity
required for success, the linkage from strategic
planning through to the delivery of the benefits
and very importantly, the differences between
program management and project management.
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Curtin University Scholarship Awarded to Denise Grace
The PMI Sydney Chapter were extremely proud to award
Denise Grace a scholarship for her project management
degree at the recent evening event at Curtin University.
Denise was the successful applicant of the PMI Sydney
Chapter Memorial Scholarship. Upon reviewing her application the Board was thoroughly impressed with Denise's
obvious focus and commitment to project management.
She is clearly a very passionate Project Manager who has
invested a great deal of time in the profession so far.
With an amazing skillset, qualifications and determination,
we can only imagine the impact Denise will have on the
project management profession in the future.
Denise is in the final semester of her project management
degree at UTS and is an active volunteer within the Chapter. Congratulations once again to Denise!

Julia Checchia, PMI Sydney President, and
Denise Grace, Winner of PMI Sydney Chapter
Scholarship with Curtin University

Members’ Feedback Corner
Why we need to charge for events...
Fee-charging events have been a point of
contention amongst the PMI Sydney Chapter
membership base.
.
The decision to charge for events was a difficult
one to make for the board However, our main concern is the financial viability of the PMI Sydney
Chapter. Events are the single most funds eroding
service we provide to our membership base. We
had the luxury in previous years of being fully
sponsored by Price Waterhouse Coopers (PWC),
which built our funds and ensured that we could
provide our members with free events. Following
the GFC, the financial environment changed. As
we look for new sponsors, we still need to ensure
that we remain a viable chapter, which can provide
our members with sustainable services.
We have stayed committed to our members, as we
provide them with a 50% discount, hence charging
nominal fee for each event. The revenue we now
receive from the events, do not cover the costs, it
basically allows us to have a more predict- able
expense stream. Furthermore, this charging has
provided us with a better way of reducing the noshow rate.
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Business Benefits Realisation
The unfortunate truth

Craig Wilkins

Gareth Byatt

Gary Hamilton

Jeff Hodgkinson

Gareth, Gary and Jeff would like
to thank Craig for agreeing to
partner with us and share his
expertise as the primary author
for this article.
Business Benefits Realisation
for programs and projects
should be tackled very early in
their lifecycle. A concerted effort towards the management
of business benefits realisation
is key to the success of programs and projects.
The Current Scenario Business
Perspective
Business benefits realisation
(BBR) is a process which is
sometimes practiced, and often
hypothesised about. However,
the unfortunate truth is that
more often than not, the business case proposition is not
analysed post-program or project to verify whether the benefits are being realised – and
what happens if they are not.
Project Management Perspective
The traditional role of the Program or Project Manager (PM)
is to deliver an outcome of
some sort. The PM is typically
not tasked with identifying benefits, nor do they remain active
in the program/project when
the time arrives to harvest
those benefits. The responsibility of “harvesting the benefits”
is passed back to the business
or, if pertinent, back to the
program of which the project
was a part.
It is imperative for the PM to be
cognizant of the benefits their
project has set out to gain, and,
as such, all advanced PMs

should be acutely aware of
the benefits’ lifecycle and
to know their role in that
lifecycle.
A Story on Benefits: the
Business Perspective
Imagine this scenario: a
business intends to invest
capital in an idea that its
management believes will
improve efficiency and increase customer satisfaction, which will, in turn,
generate new business. A
business case is developed
which focuses on the opportunities and is so wellstructured that the financiers approve it to proceed.
They hand this opportunity
over to the program office
to deliver but, to keep it
tight, they set definitive
time and financial constraints to prevent the project from squandering their
profits.
The program and project
team works incredibly hard
to deliver and, with a few
challenges along the way,
they succeed. Everyone is
happy; they have a postimplementation
celebration and the product is
handed over to the business to manage and maintain. All the business has to
do to ensure that the profits will come rolling in is to
keep the financiers happy
and be certain that their
staff is trained in the new
product.
Morale is high and the executives want to move on
to their next opportunity.

However, the financiers
stop them in their tracks by
asking: ”Can you provide us
with evidence proving your
last investment is reaping
the rewards you anticipated?” The executives reply:
“Well, the product was
implemented on time and
we didn’t waste any of the
money you lent us, we have
trained staff and happy
clients utilising the system.
We are paying you back the
agreed amount, so that’s a
proven success isn’t it?”
The financier replies “Yes,
that sounds like a success
story; however, we would
like to see exactly how
much more income your
organisation is booking
since the launch of your
new product, and the percentage client growth this
product has provided. If
you can show us these figures, we will be happy to
partner with you in this
new venture. This new
business case looks appealing.”
The Executives think for a
while before responding
“Yes, I’m sure we have that
information
somewhere;
we will speak to our people
and prepare a report for
you. What does your calendar look like in two days?
We can get something to
you by then.”
And so it begins... the
scramble to reverse engineer some random numbers and search high and
low for the benefits.

Authors contact: Contactus@pmoracles.com
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Business Benefits Realisation
The unfortunate truth (continued)

A Story on Benefits: the Project Management Perspective
“Right, let’s get the best team
we have available and design
this new product. We have a
definitive
completion
timeframe and a set budget; I
am certain we will make this
happen”.
After a lot of hard work, long
hours and stress, the product is
delivered. However, we didn’t
have enough time nor money
so we only implemented 80%
of the required functionality.
But, hey, what a product! We
met most of our delivery constraints. Well done to all; let’s
have a celebration to share our
success story.
Three months later, the PM is
in an interview for a new role.
The interviewer asks the PM:
“Was you last project was a
success?” The PM responds
honestly: ”Yes, the product was
implemented on time and we
didn’t waste any of the budget.
We developed a well-trained
staff and there are happy clients utilising the system. That’s
a success, isn’t it?”
The interviewer retorts, “Yes,
that does seem impressive, but
did the project reap the business benefit it set out to
achieve?” The PM replies:
”That is not a PM’s task, you
know, to identify and then
measure the benefits. That is
what management is for. I am
certain they have that data
somewhere; surely we would
have been told if it hadn’t met
the benefits.”
He didn’t get the new role.
The concept of Business Benefits Realisation (BBR)
Businesses can and should
measure their return on investment post program/project

(throughout the lifecycle of
the product) to verify a
good or a bad decision as a
result of the information
provided to them in the
business case, and to learn
from their decisions. Early
in the life of the project, a
benefits realisation plan
should be created that details expected benefits of
the project, and if relevant,
how they align to the benefits of a “parent program”.
It is important to consider
both “hard” business benefits as well as “soft” benefits. Often it is easier to
agree soft, intended benefits rather than hard numbers
(not just financial
numbers, it could include
specific time saving improvements or percentage
improvement in coverage
of processes, for example).
The program/project manager should own the benefits
realisation
plan
throughout the life of the
program/project, and transition it to a business owner
at the appropriate time, to
manage
the
benefits
through the product lifecycle.
This is the concept of Business Benefits Realisation
(BBR).
Benefits can and should be
documented in a plan, not
just discussed. If the results
are positive, well done;
your decision-making processes are working and
your forecasting techniques
are sound. If the results are
negative, you have a method of identifying exactly
where you went wrong and
the ability to rectify the
process in order for this not
to reoccur. If you cast your

mind back to the second
reason companies take on
project management process, this would be a success, wouldn’t it?
How do you perform Business Benefits Realisation?
The answer is simple – you
plan for it and realise that it
will take some time. As
with any solid process, an
organisational
process,
guidelines and template(s)
should be available to assist
staff in meeting corporate
expectations.
The template is like a hybrid of a business case and
a simple project plan. The
focus is to flesh out the
tangible benefits that will
be “baked into” future
business plans, utilising the
expected outcomes as a
base and attributing an
owner and hence a value to
each benefit. It is crucial to
identify real, tangible benefits, and not too many of
them (too many benefits
means too many things to
track in future).
The BBR has its lifecycle
which must be overseen by
a senior staff member for
management until completion. This is management to
the end of the life of the
product as per the business
case, not the end of the
project life cycle.
The benefits will have a
realisation timeline, and
some may kick in earlier
than others. This realisation
schedule is monitored and
measured by the overall
BBR owner and each specific benefit owner. There
may be KPIs for them to
achieve. As each anticipated benefit has been realP AGE
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Business Benefits Realisation
The unfortunate truth (continued)
ised, the actual value of the
benefit is measured against
the planned value to obtain a
variance (if any) in value as
proposed in the business
case. In order to do this successfully, a governance and
reward process must be applied to the BBR. If a manager is remunerated on the
basis of the success of their
BBR process, they may actually pursue the benefits the
project has delivered with
enthusiasm. Common sense
and strong business acumen
should prevail when managing benefits.

Conclusion
In summary, the ultimate
achievement of program and
project success entails a
great deal more than successfully delivering the investment initiative to meet
time, cost and scope. It includes meeting the business
benefits as proposed during
the initial business case.
A well-written business case
is essential, as is a structured
approach to ensuring the
benefits lifecycle is planned,
measured and tracked to the
end. This is not necessarily
the domain of the program
or project manager; howev-

er, the astute PM should be
aware of the benefits lifecycle and the relevance of their
program or project to the
success of their organisational strategic goals – and know
how they can play their part
in making it happen. We
would really like to hear from
you if you have any feedback,
a story to tell us or a specific
topic you would like us to use
in a future article. If so,
please email us at
Contactus@pmoracles.com.
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Five Tips to Keep Your PMO Sharp
By Sandy Farnan, PMI Writer
Project Management Offices (PMOs) seem to have
proved their worth.
PMI’s 2010 Pulse of the Profession Survey showed that
67 percent of organizations with PMOs saw an increase in
the number of projects that meet their goals.
But have PMOs proved their ability to remain valuable—
especially in the face of change? Identifying the Forces
Driving Frequent Change in PMOs (PMI, 2011) characterizes the following factors among the many that cause
change for PMOs:

External Factors

Internal Factors

Global/local economy

Ethics, environmental impact

You may not have the power to realign your reporting
structure, but you can certainly make the case for doing
so in a way that sheds more awareness on the value your
PMO brings.
3. Align with Organizational Strategy
The Forrester Research found that PMOs focused on tactical operations are turning to aligning projects with business objectives. It showed that 51 percent of PMOs in the
IT/IS industry measure project alignment to business objectives as a key measurement of success.
Aligning with current organizational strategy is also helpful
in the event of new ownership or leadership. “Use this as
a time to implement simplifications and to align to the new
direction,” said Cinzia Gussoni, ITIL, COBIT, PRINCE2,
PMP, a global portfolio manager based in Prague, Czech
Republic.

Changes in organization’s Project failure
Tie the new strategic priorities to the existing PMO and
proactively prepare a roadmap to suggest possible changes, she said.
Here are five tips for PMO leaders and directors to help
you keep your PMO vibrant, healthy and delivering value:
1. Continue to Evolve
Consider reevaluating the PMO’s charter and reflecting on
some new goals. “This is a good time to build on successes and address challenges,” said Craig Letavec, MSP,
IMPA-B, PMP, PgMP, the vice chair of the PMI Program
Management Office Community of Practice.
Mr. Letavec advises you to be selective in your evolution.
“Align your team around three to four key focus areas.
Become proficient in these areas, and as the business
changes and as project needs change, you can use your
PMO charter as the guidepost,” he said.
2. Reconsider Your Reporting Structure
Research conducted by Forrester Research and PMI
found that PMOs reporting to the vice president of business, the CFO or the CEO are seen as bringing more
value to the organization. PMOs reporting to the vice
president of IT or to the CIO have more challenges in
proving their value, the report said.
When the leadership team doesn’t understand the value,
it won’t provide the necessary budget, support and talent
the PMO needs to succeed, Michael Cooch, global director of project and portfolio management at consulting firm
PwC, in London, England told PM Network®.

4. Measure Appropriately
PMO officers should generally think about four to eight
measurements that define whether or not they are delivering value. These should not be confused with processoriented key performance indicators, but rather clearly
indicate if the PMO is doing its job, said Mr. Letavec.
Aligning measurements with organizational strategy can
help PMOs stay on pace with the changing face of business as well as with what executives value the most.
5. Invest in Training
PMO staff members need training not only in current project management practices but also in current PMO practices.
There are countless books, seminars and online offerings,
as well as some relevant PMO-oriented events, said Mr.
Letavec. He is co-chair of the annual PMO Symposium.
Assessment, change, measurements, positioning and
training are all things that can help your PMO continue to
bring value and things that can help highlight your PMO’s
value. It’s up to you to help it adapt and remain a vibrant
business asset.

Visit our Online Bookstore to take advantage of a limited offer to
buy PMBoK 4th edition @$59.99 inc GST and postage.
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Why You Need to Practice with a PMP Exam Simulator
By: Cornelius Fichtner PMP
How is someone to prepare for 200 multiple choice questions that must be answered in four hours…that is just
over one minute per question. This can be intimidating to
even the best test takers. PMP Exam Simulators offer the
user the opportunity to fully prepare for and experience a
“real” exam environment prior to sitting for the exam.

You have studied the PMBOK® Guide; you have read
numerous additional study materials; you believe you have
a good handle on project management theories and the
application of those theories; and you feel as if you are
ready to take the Project Management Professional (PMP)
® exam. There is just one thing that keeps lingering in the
back of your mind…the PMP Exam consists of 200 multiple choice questions that must be answered in 4 hours.

How is someone to prepare for answering 200 multiple
choice questions in just four hours? That equates to just
over one minute of allotted time per question. This can be
an intimidating to even the best test takers.

There are many free PMP Exam Questions on the market,
and free can be good for some time, but in the long run
you do get what you pay for. Some of the risks of taking
free exams are the exam questions may not have been
reviewed for accuracy by an expert on the exam, or it may
not accurately represent the exam taking experience you
will face for the PMP Exam. A single webpage with a list
of sample test questions does not accurately represent the
actual PMP Exam testing environment. The PMP exam is
a computer based exam with specific features and functions you will want to be comfortable with prior to taking
the exam. You will need to be able to focus solely on the
200 multiple choice questions in order to complete the
exam in the 4 hours allotted.

Are you willing to risk your ability to pass the PMP Exam
by using free exams that may have incorrect questions /
answers and may not be formatted as the PMP Exam is?
A PMP Exam Simulator offers the user the opportunity
to experience a “real” exam environment prior to sitting
for the exam. Some benefits of an exam simulator over
just using free PMP Exam Questions are:

1.

You will feel more comfortable with the user
interface of the exam. You will go into the exam
with an understanding of the look and feel of the
exam. The exam will feel familiar which will be one
less thing to worry about when you are taking the
PMP exam.

2.

You will be calmer because you have done this
so many times before. You will be accustomed
to how the exams features and functions which will
let you focus more on the questions than trying to
understand the format of the exam.

3.

You will know how to pace yourself and be able
to answer 200 questions in 4 hours. After using
the simulator you will have an understanding as to
the pace in which you need to respond to
questions in order to answer all 200 in 4 hours.
Being able to answer all questions will increase
the probability of you passing the exam.

4.

You will be able to identify areas of strength
and weakness. Following each exam you will be
able to identify the areas in which you need to
spend some additional time studying for and the
areas in which you excel.

5.

You will have the ability to take the exams on
your schedule. Using a PMP Exam Simulator
allows you to take practice exams at times that fit
your schedule...these can be taken any time you
have access to a computer with internet and 4
hours available.

6.

You will become more and more confident with
every sample exam you take. As you become
increasingly successful in taking the practice exams you will feel progressively confident in your
capability to pass the PMP Exam.

Investing in using a PMP Exam Simulator with professionally developed PMP Question will provide you with a
genuine exam experience; allow you to become accustomed to the exam interface; provide you with a sense of
calm due to familiarity with the test environment; prepare
you to answer 200 multiple choice questions in 4 hours;
assist you in identifying areas which may need additional
preparation; affords you the ability to take practice exams
on your schedule; and provide you with confidence in
your ability to pass the PMP Exam.

As you may suspect there are many PMP Exam Simulators on the market, and not all are created equal, so you
need to make sure you compare prior to making any purchase. To help you make a qualified decision on the best
simulator to buy for you we have created a PMP Exam
Simulator Selection Worksheet that that can be downloaded from www.pm-exam-simulator.com/select. This
worksheet has been designed to help simplify the selection of the best PMP Exam Simulator for you.
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Understanding The PDU Category Structure and Policies
By: Cornelius Fichtner PMP

The PDU system changed in
2011 and many project managers are still unsure of the
new categories. This article
explains the main divisions, categories and rules for the
PMP PDU system.

ry practitioner had at least some hours in the education
area,” Rory said. “That gave us the assurance that everyone would continue to invest in their lifelong learning.”
In the new structure both divisions have 3 categories.

The Education division
If you are a certified Project Management Professional
(PMP)®, then you know that the acronym PDU stands
for Professional Development Unit. Every PMP needs to
earn 60 PDUs every 3 years in order to keep his or her
certification. Why? The idea behind PDUs is simple: the
Project Management Institute (PMI) wants every PMP to
continuously learn. Just like doctors or pilots who have to
take classes regularly and practice new skills in order to
keep their license, PMI wants credential holders to learn
new project management skills so that we can be the
best project managers possible.

This article is based on an interview with Rory McCorkle,
Product Manager Credentials, from PMI, and you can
listen to the full interview for free at The Project Management Podcast website: http://bit.ly/pmpodcast204.
The rules around PDUs changed in March 2011, but
many people are still confused about the new structure.
Let’s look at the main changes.
One hour equals one PDU
When Rory and his team were benchmarking PMI
against other organizations, they realized that it would be
useful to standardize the amount of PDUs individuals get
for the time they spend on activities. “We’re truly global
and dealing with a global audience has challenges,” he
said. “That was something we found an important learning: regardless of whether you are sitting in a classroom,
giving a presentation or volunteering, we have rewarded
you appropriately for the investment of your time and
what you were getting out of that.”
As a result, nearly all activities are now credited on the
basis of one hour of activity equaling one PDU.
PDU divisions and categories
The old system had 18 different PDU categories – not
including the sub-categories. The new system divides
PMI PDUs into two broad areas: education and giving
back to the profession. This makes it much easier to understand, but there was another reason for the change
too. “The other important thing division enabled us to do
was to ensure that through their recertification cycle eve-

Category A: Courses offered by a PMI Registered Education Provider (REP), Chapters or Communities. “Most
of these activities are stored in the Continuing Certification Requirements System already,” said Rory, “so all
you need to claim them is simply to enter that activity
number and demonstrate that you were there if you’re
audited.”
Category B: Continuing Education. This covers any
training that you undertake at a college, university, or
with any other training provider that is not a REP. Training in your workplace counts as Category B too. Rory
advises that you keep proof of attendance in case you
are audited. “That could be a certificate of completion,”
he said.
Category C: Self-directed Learning. “This is really a
great place for folks to be able to get learning that you
don’t have to go to a classroom for,” Rory said. “It captures a lot of the things that I hope certainly that professionals are doing, if not on a daily basis, certainly
monthly”. This includes being mentored, webinars, podcasts, reading and so on. You can only claim a maximum of 30 PDUs in this category.
The Giving Back to the Profession division
This division has a maximum of 45 PDUs. Any PDUs
earned in the following 3 categories counts towards this
cap.
Category D: Creating New Project Management
Knowledge. “This is a whole number of different things
that all are looking to create, develop, expand and communicate new project management knowledge or perhaps augment existing knowledge that might be out
there in the field,” Rory said. It ranges from authoring a
textbook to giving a presentation at your Chapter dinner
about a topical issue in project management, and can
include writing articles. “At PMI we have a lot of publications that you can get knowledge pieces produced in,”
Rory said.
Category E: Volunteer Service. You don’t have to be a
PMI Chapter officer to claim these PDUs. “This can be
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Understanding The PDU Category Structure and Policies (continued)
By: Cornelius Fichtner PMP

volunteer service for any project management organization,” explained Rory. “We know there are other project
management organizations out there. They do have to be
non-profit in order to count here, so volunteering for your
company isn’t going to count because that could be your
job.” Another opportunity to earn PMP PDUs in this category is by providing project management services to
non- profit organizations.
Category F: Working as a Professional in Project Management. This is the only one of the 6 categories where
the “1 hour of service equals 1 PDU” rule doesn’t apply.
“This is essentially an amount we give for working as a
professional project manager,” Rory said. “As on your
original application for your certification, we recognize experience as part of the eligibility requirements.” As long as
you work a minimum of 6 months within the 12 month period you can claim the PDUs relevant to your credential.
Learning more
“I’d encourage folks to look at the handbook for their certification,” said Rory. There is no longer a separate handbook just for continuing certification requirements, as the

rules are embedded in the handbook for your credential.
While the new guidelines are much clearer than the old
system, Rory recommends asking for help if you are unsure.
“I would encourage folks if they have a question about
specific activity to reach out to Customer Care,” he said.
“We’ll make sure we get an answer for you because the
categories can encompass a lot and sometimes can be a
little confusing as to what counts and what might not.”
Earn PDUs regularly
Why not get started on your PDUs now via a subscription
and get your PDUs regularly? The PDU Podcast
(www.pducast.com) is a convenient way for you to earn
unlimited PDUs in Category A, and you don’t have to go to
a classroom. Get project management webinars delivered
to your portable player like an iPod, Android phone or
Blackberry and earn at least 1 PDU every month, which is
a really convenient way for PMPs to earn PDUs for your
renewal.

PMI Professional Awards Program is Seeking Global Volunteer Evaluators
Join the global teams of virtual volunteer evaluators whose commitment makes the PMI
Professional Awards Program possible. Volunteers from around the globe, represent the
world of organisations that rely on project management for success.
Award volunteers use their expertise to independently evaluate award submissions, using
the provided award description and confidential evaluation guidelines and rating sheets.
The average time commitment is approximately 15 hours in April through June, depending
on the award and number of submissions received.
Volunteer evaluators who complete the PMI Professional Awards Program evaluation process will be eligible to claim professional development units (PDUs) under Category “E” of
PMI’s Continuing Certification Requirements Program.
To learn more and see which opportunity is the best fit for you, please log-in to P MI’s
Volunteer Relationship Management System and search by keyword ‘evaluator’.
If you have specific questions please contact awards@pmi.org.
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Risk Doctor Briefing: Kill The Risk Manager
By: Dr David Hillson FIRM, HonFAPM, PMI Fellow, david@risk-doctor.com

A recent article called “Ten Top Tips for Effective
Risk Management” included an interesting idea.
Tip number 4 was “Kill the Risk Manager”! But
the author was not suggesting that we should go
out to commit murder. Instead he was recommending that the job title of Risk Manager should
be killed off. Why?
What would you expect a Risk Manager to do? A
Risk Manager manages risk of course. But this is
both wrong and unhelpful. Everyone should take
responsibility for managing their own risks, and
not leave it to one person to deal with them all.
This fact arises from the way that risk is defined.
All definitions of risk make a clear link between
risk and objectives. For example the international
risk standard ISO31000:2009 Risk Management –
Principles and Guidelines says risk is “effect of
uncertainty on objectives”, and the Project Management Institute Practice Standard for Project
Risk Management defines risk as “an uncertain
event or condition that, if it occurs, has a positive
or negative effect on a project’s objectives.”
Wherever objectives exist there are also risks that
might affect them. This is why managing risk is so
important, because it focuses attention on the uncertainties that matter. Linking risks to objectives
helps us to identify uncertain events or conditions
that could influence our chances of success. Then
we can prioritise these risks and respond proactively, preventing bad things from happening or
protecting ourselves in advance from threats, as
well as promoting good things and positioning ourselves to take advantage of opportunities.
As a result of this linkage, the right person to manage a particular risk is the person who owns the
objective that could be affected. If risk is

“uncertainty that matters”, then a specific risk only
matters to someone whose objective is at risk.
And that person naturally should take responsibility for managing risks to their objectives (although
they might involve other people to help them). So
we are all “Risk Managers” for the set of risks that
matter to us, based on the objectives that we own.
Does this mean there should be no specific riskrelated role in a project or business? No, it would
still be useful to nominate someone to run the risk
process, to make sure that it happens smoothly
and effectively, to ensure adherence to standards,
to encourage and inspire people to be involved
and committed to managing risk, and to coordinate data management and risk reporting. But it is
misleading to call this person “the Risk Manager”.
Instead we should use a job title that reflects what
they actually do. Good alternatives include Risk
Coordinator, Risk Facilitator, Risk Champion or
Risk Process Manager. These names explain
what the role actually does. They will also prevent
people from expecting someone else to manage
their risks for them.
So if your project or business has a Risk Manager,
you might like to warn them that their job could be
in danger unless they change its name. Suggest
that they change to a job title that matches what
they are expected to do. And make sure that everyone understands that we are all Risk Managers,
from senior executives to frontline workers. If I
have to meet an objective, then I need to know
what risks could affect my ability to achieve it, and
I should take responsibility for managing those
risks. No-one else can or should do that for me.
You are the only “Risk Manager” who can manage
the risks that matter to your objectives.

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney
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PMI commenced in Australia in 1997 and held its

Project Management Institute
Sydney Chapter

first Chapter Meeting on 15 April 1997. Today the
Chapter has over 1,700+ members from a mixture

GPO Box 241

of industries including, but not limited to:

Sydney

construction, engineering, banking, insurance,

NSW 2001

finance, IT, telecommunications, consulting and

Australia

pharmaceutical. Approximately 50% of Australian
PMI's members are PMPs. PMI is strongly

execofficer@pmisydney.org

supported by a majority of companies in Australia
and internationally. The Sydney Chapter conducts
regular chapter meetings, education and

www.pmisydney.org

certification courses and runs an annual conference

LinkedIn Group

in an effort to promote the profession of Project

Twitter: @PMISydney

Management within NSW and Australia.

Good things happen when you get involved with PMI Sydney

Be seen by 1,700+ Project Managers
The Critical Path is published bi-monthly by the PMI Sydney Chapter
and is distributed to over 1,700+ people. A limited number of advertising pages are accepted in each issue. The rates for advertising are as
follows:
Visit our website or download the 2012 Media Kit for further information on The Critical Path - Publication & Content Dates for 2012.
Membership Stats

Members:

1717

PgMP:

3

PMP:

818

PMI – SMP:

3

PMI – RMP:

3

CAPMs:

42

Advertising Rates
$149 for quarter page
$199 for half page
$299 for full page
We also circulate a
fortnightly e-Newsletter to
our members. Adverts of
150 words and image size
of 400 x 300 pixels can be
placed for $149 per issue.
Contact
communications@
pmisydney.org for
bookings.
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Project Management Australia Conference
Sebel and Citigate Albert Park, M elbourne
15 – 16 August 2012

9th Annual Project Management Australia Conference
The 9th Annual Project Management Australia Conference (PMOz), proudly supported by PMI
Sydney Chapter, will be held at the Sebel and Citigate Albert Park, Melbourne from 15 – 16
August 2012.
This year's PMOz program will be the most innovative and relevant to date, focused on
providing every delegate with a suite of new skills and ideas to take back and use. Based on
delegate feedback, in 2012 there will be more interactive sessions, more focused conference
streams and a greater variety of presentations than ever before.
‘Walk the Talk’
The theme for PMOz 2012 will focus on the basic need to apply project, program and
portfolio management effectively in order to reap their promised rewards. At all levels,
managers and team members need to walk the talk and make effective use of the tools,
techniques and concepts of effective project management. The Conference will focus on the
following topics:
Stream 1 - Projects in organisations
Stream 2 - Planning and controls
Stream 3 - Methodologies & certification

CONFIRMED KEYNOTE
SPEAKERS

Discounted Registration rates for PMI members

Peter Taylor: Author of books
such as ‘The Lazy Project
Manager’ and ‘ Leading
Successful PMOs’

We encourage members to register early and in
groups. If you do this you will gain access to very
low member registration fees and save up to
$470!

Air Vice-Marshal Kym Oseley
AM CSC: Program Manager for
the New Air Combat Capability
(the Joint Strike Fighter)

If you would like information on sponsorship or any
other aspect of the Conference, please visit the
website www.pmoz.com.au or contact the Conference
office directly.

More keynote speakers coming
soon!

Please visit the PMOz website for further information.

Stay Connected!
PMOz would like to invite you to follow the Conference on Linked In, Twitter and Facebook. Not only
will you receive all the latest Conference news, important dates, and announcements, you will also
gain access to keynote speakers, session speakers, sponsors, industry news, Conference forums and
fantastic networking opportunities with delegates.

@pmozconf #PMOz
PMOZ Conference Office - Eventcorp Pty Ltd
Tel: +617 3334 4460 Fax: +617 3334 4499
Email: pmoz@eventcorp.com.au Web: www.pmoz.com.au
PO Box 3873 South Brisbane BC QLD 4101

